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What if you could accelerate your spiritual progress so greatly that you would never have to "come

back" to learn more lessons? Is it possible that a form of "advanced forgiveness", if fully understood

and achieved, could bring you perfect peace? According to Gary Renard, best-selling author of The

Disappearance of the Universe, all the instructions to transcend human suffering and dissolve the

illusions of this world are contained in A Course in Miracles. On Secrets of the Immortal, he guides

you through the complex layers of this modern classic, and shows you how to incorporate its

advanced spiritual teachings into your everyday life to stop the need to reincarnate once and for all.
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Gary Renard is the best-selling author of The Disappearance of the Universe (Hay House, 2004).

He serves on the faculty of the Omega Institute, and his workshops on A Course in Miracles are

conducted around the world to sold-out audiences. He currently resides in Maine.

This elaborately packaged offering uses enough paperboard for a doctoral thesis but instead yields

six CDs of a rambling discussion by Renard. Essentially, the casual series of "sessions" examines

key points of "A Course in Miracles," a channeled work, and adds detailed accounts of Renard's

own personal spiritual experiences. Renard's Maine roots are showing--though he sounds

comfortable in front of a microphone, words like "idears" sneak in now and then. But, in the spirit of

forgiveness that is the heart of the course, let's just accept his friendly lectures as what they

are--one man's helpful exposition of familiar, but useful, idears. D.J.B. Â© AudioFile 2006, Portland,



Maine-- Copyright Â© AudioFile, Portland, Maine

This is one of Gary's CD sets which I was reluctant to buy due to the fairly price, but now I am glad I

did! I also own his 'Fearless Love' & "The End of Reincarnation" CD's, which are also very good, if

you have not heard them.However this CD set, "Secrets of the Immortal", is a more full treatment of

the logic of ACIM, if you want to call it that.And this progressive brick-by-brick ACIM logic is most

clearly enunciated by Gary on CD #2; although the other CDsfurther expand on the implications of

what ACIM is trying to achieve as a Course, & how we can finally 'Go Home'.Gary Renard has to be

one the best and easiest to understand teachers of ACIM, and the many daunting pages ACIM can

not only be exhilarating, but also exasperating. The complexity of the subject matter, our existence

& our currently perceived state, is generally not quickly understood. In fact, there is a whole lot

blocking what should be our natural understanding.Gary provides the illumination, vision, and the

steps we need to take in order to get closer to reaching our final & last incarnation.Hey, what more

could you ask for?

I first became aware of Garys "The Disappearance of the Universe" not long after it first came out,

and thought it was an interesting read - but it didn't really change anything for me. Which is what I

think we all secretly hope for when we read such books. To find that one magical idea that suddenly

ties all those loose ends together and makes sense of it all. Shows us the way home.Anyway, I

recently I got around to playing this set by Gary, and I was "intrigued "to say the least by what is

said about this form of advanced forgiveness. As I pondered it later it was like all the fruits lined up

on the slot machine and the pennies dropped. Kerchung.This of course can't be guaranteed to

happen for everyone - and certainly not at first listening, but if it should be that you are asking the

right question then maybe . . . . if not now then later this might be of great value to you also

Blessings and good luck to you on your journey

Secrets of the Immortal is a wonderful tape series that includes the teachings of Arten and Pursah

as given to Gary Renard. Each message is a masterpiece of wisdom and knowledge on how to

apply the teachings of A Course in Miracles.

Great service receiving book. Have mixed feelings about book as it relates to Course in Miracles.

Like the author and don't care for him at same time.



This material is full of spiritual truth from the Course in Miracles. I have listened to this over and

over. I just find it intriguing and I want to hear more.

Extremely satisfied with all aspects of this purchase.

I've read Gary's two books, & have been fortunate to have also heard him him in person twice this

year. Gary's message opens the Course in Miracles. Gary presents his story with examples of

personal experience, with humor, humility, leaving us with a roadmap that is approachable, healing,

and simple, if not easy. Gary writes as he speaks, and he speaks on the CD's as he speaks in

person. Gary is not an actor or an academic. He is an excellent presenter & speaker, and coming

from this regular guy, his message strikes home. This CD set include learnings & stories included

elsewhere in his works,& MORE. Wait till you hear CDs 5 & 6! After CDs 5 & 6 in this set, I bought

extra sets to share with friends.

As an auditory learner, I have enjoyed listening to Renard's CDs more than I have reading his

books. The Secrets of the Immortal is, by far, his best CD set. His set on the Disappearance of the

Universe was amaturish. The actors who voiced his "visitors" were terrible, and Gary sounded like a

high school kid with a bad attitude.On Secrets, however, Gary's voice sounds like a mature spiritual

teacher. He presents his teachings in a well-organized and fully developed way. Anyone who

wishes to get more insight into A Course in Miracles will find Renard's works very helpful. At times,

he even gets close to Eckhart Tolle in his level of insight and profundity, but this doesn't happen

consistently. However, the kind of insight and level of wisdom these CDs capture is a very important

step in the bringing of the Human Consciousness to another level.
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